ST Telemedia Creates Fund to Support Communities
Impacted by Covid-19

In the company’s latest initiative to support the vulnerable and disadvantaged
communities impacted by Covid-19, ST Telemedia (STT), together with its board
of directors and employees, created the ST Telemedia Covid-19 Response Fund.
Approximately S$1.6 million – with STT dollar for dollar matching – was raised to
uplift elderly persons, children/ youths and families, migrant workers and the
homeless community. An initial disbursement of over S$780,000 was given out to
seven social service agencies and other selected charities.
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STT GDC (Thailand) Sets New
Benchmark for Data Centres
with
Globally
Recognised
Industry Certifications
STT Bangkok Data Centre Campus
has become first in Thailand to be
awarded the highest global standards
- the Telecommunications Industry
Association (TIA-942) Rated-3 and
Uptime Institute’s Tier III Certification
of Design Documents. Achieving
these top accreditations ensures the
highest security and reliability for
Bangkok’s first hyperscale carrierneutral data centre campus.
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StarHub Bags 5G Spectrum
Rights; Clinches Top Spots in
Customer Satisfaction Survey
StarHub has received spectrum rights
from Singapore’s Infocomm Media
Development Authority to build and
operate a 5G standalone network
jointly with M1. StarHub will be
leveraging 5G to offer customers
innovative digital services, new
applications relating to artificial
intelligence, virtual reality and the
Internet of Things besides faster data
speeds, better response times, and
more secure transmission.
Separately, StarHub was recognised
in the 2020 Customer Satisfaction
Index of Singapore study, where it
clinched top spots for Mobile and TV.
The survey was conducted by the
Institute of Service Excellence at
Singapore Management University.

CloudCover Achieves AWS
DevOps Competency Status
CloudCover
was
awarded
the
Amazon Web Services (AWS)
DevOps Competency status, making
it a certified AWS Partner Network
Member capable of taking on DevOps
projects of virtually all shapes, sizes
and complexities. The recognition
serves as testament to CloudCover’s
specialised
and
demonstrated
technical proficiency, and proven
customer success.
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StarHub Partners Silver Peak
to Strengthen Digital Solutions
in Enterprise Market
StarHub has partnered Silver Peak to
offer Unity EdgeConnect™, a unified
dashboard which helps customers to
better manage their digital networks.
With this partnership, Starhub has
strengthened its enterprise offering,
and become a one-stop service
provider for enterprises looking to
streamline the management of their
broadband wide area networks.
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COMMUNITY

U Mobile Creates Campaigns
to Support Local Businesses
and Talents during Covid-19
During the Covid-19 pandemic, U
Mobile sought to support businesses
and talents through its #HomeWithU
and #RayaWithU campaigns. The
telco teamed up with local music
artistes
for
special
concerts
livestreamed on its social media
pages to bring cheer to the
community. In addition, to keep the
Hari Raya spirit up, U Mobile
collaborated
with
local
F&B
businesses to offer curated meals at
special prices with free delivery, and
initiated an Instagram video challenge
to encourage people to send Raya
greetings to one another.
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